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Hard to handle (arr. Otis Redding) 

G 
Baby, here I am, be aware I´m the only earth,      the ground 

beneath your feet, P the air you breath P and the water so sweet.     But you 

take and take, start to think about me, if you increase the yield of your fertile field      don´t  

leave me drained, dirty and half dead, polluted with plastics, oil and lead. 

D 
It's hard to handle, the pain you inflict 

I care for you but you treat me like shit. 

G            C D F C G 
I'm hard to handle but all you've got, so better change, be aware what happens if not,  

G 
You tear apart my forests, and kill my trees, poison my waters, and wiping out species  

pollute the air, destroy my habitats, the sea will rise, ecosystems collapse,  

Who owns the world? Who said it´s you! You say Yes we can! I say How dare you!     I'm  

all you've got, t's time to change, for the good of all, handle me with care. 

D 
It's hard to handle, the pain you inflict 

I care for you but you treat me like shit. 

G            C D F C G 
I'm hard to handle but all you've got, so better change, be aware what happens if not,  

yes sir, better 

Yeah 

I´m hard to handle now 

G 
Baby, here I am, be aware I´m the only earth,      the ground 

beneath your feet, P the air you breath P and the water so sweet.     But you 

take and take, start to think about me, if you increase the yield of your fertile field      don´t  

leave me drained, dirty and half dead, polluted with plastics, oil and lead. 

D 
It's hard to handle, the pain you inflict 

I care for you but you treat me like shit. 

G            C D F C G 
I'm hard to handle but all you've got, so better change, be aware what happens if not,  

Yeah 

I´m hard to handle now 

Oh yeah, yeah yeah yeah 

D 
It's hard to handle, the pain you inflict 

I care for you but you treat me like shit. 

G            C D F C G 
I'm hard to handle but all you've got, so better change, be aware what happens if not,  

Yeah 
I´m hard to handle now 
Oh yeah, yeah yeah yeah 
Baby! take care of me 
Baby! Baby! 
Ohh, take care of me 
I need affection 
I got to have, oh yeah yeah 
So hard to handle, now, yeah 


